
The bush
of Life
Building a 3D phylogenetic tree of life in order to understand 
evolution and reconsider the role of mankind within the living world.
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What is a FabLab ?
Fablabs are a network of workshops 
inspired by a course at the MIT entitled 
«How to make (almost) anything»

They are often referred to as 
«cooperative societies of the future»

A FabLab works like a «personal 
factory» equipped with various 
computer controlled machine tools 
allowing quick prototyping and 
manufacturing. 

Guillaume CARESMEL

Studied at EDNA design school, 
specialized in prototyping and model 
making. As a designer, Guillaume 
is sensitive to the open-innovation 
approach, he is involved in the FabLab 
world and in projects regarding 
handicap and solidarity. 

Jonathan LANDAIS

Graduated with a master in 
Socio-Anthropology and science 
communicator in the Musée des 
Confluences (Lyon) for 2 years, 
Jonathan is passionate about 
collaborative approaches to knowledge 
creation and dissemination.

The team



Understanding through a 
tangible structure 
The concentric model of classification 
allows to rediscover a non-linear, non-
hierarchical representation of Life 
organization. Why should human race  
sit on the treetop of evolution? 

Connecting knowledge 
and know-how
Use vector drawing and 
understand how a laser 
works. Put your hands on 
model making techniques 
to represent concepts of 
taxonomy. Ask oneself about the evolution 
of scientific concepts and man’s place in 
Nature. One can have fun while connecting 
technical, philosophical and scientific ideas. 



No gadget : the right tool for the right job. 
Use high tech tools to do what you could have done 
with a pair of scissors is a common mistake.

Here the laser cut, especially, is the appropriate tool 
to build a large modular 3D structure.

No demo :  
an animation for participants 
who MAKE
After an introduction about life 
evolution principles, let’s go “hand 
thinking”. Together we  :

 - create an imaginary or future 
species 

 - draw on paper and on a tablet
 - start the laser cut 
 - customize our creation
 - together create the treeview and 

set up the model

The swoodle is an imaginary swimming 
animal derived from the poodle. They 
both belong to the canine species 
like the bulldog. All share the same 
ancestor animal cells.

Here is the human line. How do you 
imagine human in 15 000?



And the audience created a «museum 
piece» 
The Bush of Life is at the crossroad of scientific 
représentation and artwork. As an evocative and 
astonishing object, it makes sens to exhibit the 
final sculpture. The model is also a tool for scientific 
mediation, removable and reconfigurable.

The FabLab :  
an open culture
All plans of the model are free 
downloadable for free.You can use 
it, modifiy it, improve it (and re-
publish it). That is a principle of 
FabLab philosophy: open innovation  
and to fight against the small minded 
‘ownership of knowledge’ syndrome.

Then, why do you need us? Quite 
simply because we  bring to you the 
service of a transfert of experience. 
We know how to manage an animation  
gathering modelling and science 
communication. We can enable kids 
to do fast and simple vector drawing.  
We know how to use the machines. 
We know the necessary «tricks» to set 
up the Bush of Life. Also, we provide 
all materials and tools, of course!



Deliverables
A removable and reconfigurable model

A clone of the created specimen for 
each participant

Documentation: a taxonomic 
description for each created species

Technical Information
 - Installation time for the all day : 1h
 - Turnaround time between two 

animations: 15 min
 - 2h30 of animation : 3 to 4 sessions 

available in one day

 - The host organisation will dedicate 
one local facilitator for the 
animation times. This person will 
learn how to use and set up the 
model. For non english or french 
speaking audience, the facilitator 
will translate between our team 
and the participants

 - Other needs: at least three 16A 
outlets, tables and chairs

Contact me !
Jonathan LANDAIS  
0660707218

landaisjonathan@gmail.com

       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       
       

    

https://sites.google.com/site/
lebuissonduvivant/

http://42mains.blogspot.fr/


